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Abstract Genetic diversity might increase the performance of social groups by improving task efficiency or
disease resistance, but direct experimental tests of these
hypotheses are rare. We manipulated the level of genetic
diversity in colonies of the Argentine ant Linepithema
humile, and then recorded the short-term task efficiency
of these experimental colonies. The efficiency of low and
high genetic diversity colonies did not differ significantly
for any of the following tasks: exploring a new territory,
foraging, moving to a new nest site, or removing corpses.
The tests were powerful enough to detect large effects,
but may have failed to detect small differences. Indeed,
observed effect sizes were generally small, except for the
time to create a trail during nest emigration. In addition,
genetic diversity had no statistically significant impact on
the number of workers, males and females produced by
the colony, but these tests had low power. Higher genetic
diversity also did not result in lower variance in task efficiency and productivity. In contrast to genetic diversity,
colony size was positively correlated with the efficiency
at performing most tasks and with colony productivity.
Altogether, these results suggest that genetic diversity
does not strongly improve short-term task efficiency in L.
humile, but that worker number is a key factor determining the success of this invasive species.
Keywords Division of labour · Task efficiency ·
Genetic diversity · Social insects
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Introduction
Insect societies exhibit a great variability in social structure and overall level of genetic diversity (Crozier and
Pamilo 1996). These variations can have profound implications for social interactions and group functioning
(Bourke and Franks 1995; Keller and Chapuisat 2001).
Both polygyny (the presence of multiple queens in the
same colony) and polyandry (queens mating with multiple
males) are widespread in the social insects (ants, bees,
wasps and termites, Boomsma and Ratnieks 1996; Crozier
and Pamilo 1996). Moreover, some ant populations are
unicolonial, which means that individuals can mix freely
among physically separated nests. The evolution of such
complex social structures seems paradoxical at first, because the presence of multiple distantly related lineages
decreases the indirect fitness benefits of cooperation and
increases the potential for intracolonial conflicts (Keller
and Chapuisat 1999; Queller and Strassmann 2002).
However, the higher levels of genetic diversity that are
associated with polyandry, polygyny and unicoloniality
may also enhance colony productivity and survival, particularly if intracolonial genetic diversity improves task
efficiency or disease resistance (Crozier and Page 1985;
Keller and Reeve 1994; Schmid-Hempel and Crozier
1999; Crozier and Fjerdingstad 2001).
The task-efficiency hypothesis holds that genetic
variation improves task performance through a more efficient division of labour (Robinson 1992). Division of
labour is almost universal in the social insects, particularly in large societies (Oster and Wilson 1978). An increase in genetic diversity may allow a more complete
expression of a genetically based caste system, thus
leading to a more efficient worker force (Starr 1984). For
example, if the response threshold for performing a task is
genetically determined, genetically more diverse colonies
may show a higher degree of behavioural specialisation
(Beshers and Fewell 2001; Page and Erber 2002). Heritable differences in the probability of performing a task
have been documented in many social insects, and some
degree of genetic polyethism has been consistently de-
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tected in large colonies containing several matrilines or
patrilines (e.g. Frumhoff and Baker 1988; Robinson and
Page 1988; Stuart and Page 1991; Carlin et al. 1993;
Oldroyd et al. 1994; Page et al. 1995; Julian and Cahan
1999; Costa and Ross 2003). Moreover, several recent
studies found a genetic component to the determination of
morphological castes in ants, thus raising the possibility
that more diverse colonies may express a broader phenotypic variability (Fraser et al. 2000; Cahan et al. 2002;
Julian et al. 2002; Volny and Gordon 2002; Cahan and
Keller 2003; Hughes et al. 2003).
Although these data suggest that genetic diversity may
increase task efficiency, direct tests of the hypothesis are
still lacking. Some indirect evidence for the task-efficiency hypothesis was found in very small honeybee colonies, where the productivity measured over periods of
7–26 days tended to be higher in colonies with workers
from multiple patrilines than in colonies with a single
patriline (Fuchs and Schade 1994). However, the effect
was either less pronounced, absent or dependent on patrilines combinations in studies of normal-sized colonies
followed over longer time periods (Oldroyd et al. 1992;
Fuchs and Schade 1994; Page et al. 1995). Moreover,
diseases and parasites might also have had an effect on
these measures of overall colony productivity. Therefore,
to clarify the potential role of genetic diversity in improving task performance and division of labour, direct
investigations of how workers from colonies with low and
high genetic diversity actually perform tasks are needed.
An extension of the task-efficiency hypothesis is that
higher genetic diversity might decrease the colony level
variance in task performance and thus have an averaging
effect on colony phenotype (Page et al. 1995). This might
stabilise the colony behaviour and make it less prone to
inappropriate response in changing environmental conditions (Page et al. 1995). Empirical support in favour of
this hypothesis has been found in the honeybee. During
the nest initiation phase, the performances of colonies
with high genetic diversity tended to be average relative
to colonies with low diversity (Page et al. 1995). Genetically more diverse colonies were also better than less
diverse ones at maintaining a stable temperature in their
nest (Jones et al. 2004).
The disease-resistance hypothesis holds that colonies
with genetically more diverse individuals should be more
resistant to parasites and pathogens because they have a
lower variance in disease susceptibility and are more
likely to contain resistant individuals (Sherman et al.
1988). Strong support for this hypothesis has been found
in experimental studies of bumblebees (Liersch and
Schmid-Hempel 1998; Baer and Schmid-Hempel 1999,
2001), honeybees (Palmer and Oldroyd 2003; Tarpy
2003), and leaf-cutting ants (Hughes and Boomsma
2004). However, the general importance of genetic diversity in improving disease resistance in wild colonies of
social Hymenoptera remains debated (Kraus and Page
1998; Sherman et al. 1998).
Several studies have also tested whether genetic diversity is correlated with colony performance without

distinguishing between the task-efficiency and the disease-resistance hypotheses. The outcomes of these studies
were highly variable. Genetically more diverse colonies
of the harvester ant Pogonomyrmex occidentalis had
higher growth rates and survival (Cole and Wiernasz
1999; Wiernasz et al. 2004). In contrast, colony genetic
diversity was not correlated with individual growth rate or
survival in tent caterpillars (Costa and Ross 2003), with
productivity or colony size in two species of ants
(Sundstrm and Ratnieks 1998; Fjerdingstad et al. 2003),
or with colony performance in honeybee colonies headed
by naturally mated queens (Neumann and Moritz 2000).
More powerful, causal studies in which genetic diversity
was experimentally manipulated are very few. Bumblebee
colonies with multiple patrilines were much more productive than colonies with a single patriline, and they also
had a lower load of parasites (Baer and Schmid-Hempel
1999). In honeybee colonies, genetic diversity sometimes
had no effect on colony performance, and sometimes either positive or negative effects depending on genotypes,
task and colony size (Oldroyd et al. 1992; Fuchs and
Schade 1994; Page et al. 1995). Overall, the general importance of genetic diversity in increasing productivity
and survival of social-insect colonies remains debated,
and the respective roles of task efficiency and parasite
resistance are still unclear. To resolve this issue, the direct
effect of genetic diversity should be experimentally tested
in more species and in diverse ecological conditions.
Here, we experimentally tested the task-efficiency
hypothesis in the Argentine ant Linepithema humile. This
invasive species has been inadvertently introduced from
South America into many regions with a Mediterranean or
subtropical climate all over the world (Suarez et al. 2001).
The species underwent a bottleneck during introduction,
but the loss of genetic diversity was moderate compared
to the native population, and there is still a large amount
of gene diversity in Europe (Giraud et al. 2002). In both
the native and introduced ranges, there is a significant
amount of genetic variation within each nest (Krieger and
Keller 2000; Tsutsui and Case 2001). In the native range
in Argentina, the within-colony relatedness is moderate
on average (mean=0.4, Tsutsui and Case 2001), the
number of queens and amount of genetic diversity vary
among nests and colonies, and some populations are
unicolonial, which means that workers and queens can
move freely within networks of nests without eliciting
aggression (J.S. Pedersen, M.J.B. Krieger, T. Giraud and
L. Keller, unpublished data). In the introduced range, the
average within-nest relatedness is close to zero (Krieger
and Keller 2000; Tsutsui and Suarez 2003), many queens
reproduce in each nest, and the species forms very large
unicolonial populations (supercolonies, Giraud et al.
2002; Holway et al. 2002; Ingram 2002).
Argentine ants are very efficient at performing various
tasks, such as recruiting nestmates to a food source, foraging, moving nest sites, attacking competitors or raiding
the nests of other species (Human and Gordon 1996,
1999; Holway 1999; Holway et al. 2002). There is also
experimental evidence that entire groups of workers tend
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to specialise on certain tasks and that nests are moved
depending on colony needs (Holway and Case 2000).
Because L. humile is such an efficient competitor and
coloniser, it quickly became an ecologically dominant
species that displaced other ants and disrupted the native
arthropod fauna over large areas of its introduced range
(Holway et al. 2002).
In this experiment, we tested if genetic diversity had a
large impact on task efficiency in L. humile. We experimentally created low and high genetic diversity colonies.
We then compared the short-term efficiency of both types
of colonies at performing four tasks that are likely to be
important to the colony fitness: exploration of a new
territory, food collection, nest moving and corpse removal. The task-efficiency hypothesis predicts that colonies with higher genetic diversity should be more efficient and exhibit a lower variance when performing
specific tasks. In addition to these short-term measures of
task efficiency, we also recorded the production of
workers, males and queens. The task-efficiency hypothesis predicts that overall productivity should be greater
and less variable in genetically more diverse colonies.
Higher productivity in more diverse colonies is also
predicted by the disease-resistance hypothesis, but only if
the cost of parasites is high in experimental conditions.

other colony. This procedure permits one to manipulate brood
composition without affecting brood size. The 2-weeks interval
between exchange events ensured that eggs or pupae were transferred only once, as under our standard laboratory conditions, both
the egg and pupa stages last for approximately 14 days (Benois
1973).
A significant proportion of queens died during the experiment,
but the mortality did not differ significantly among the 3 treatment
groups (9, 14 and 15 queens died in the low-diversity, egg-transferred and pupae-transferred treatment groups, respectively; chi2goodness-of-fit: df=2, chi2=0.85, P=0.65). Ten other colonies had
to be discarded because they had produced fewer than 20 pupae
after 4 weeks (5, 3 and 2 of these colonies belonged to the lowdiversity, egg-transferred and pupae-transferred treatment groups,
respectively; chi2-goodness-of-fit: df=2, chi2=0.64, P=0.73). The
reasons for the high mortality and low productivity of queens are
not known, but at this time of the year, queens do also have a very
high mortality and low fertility in the field (Benois 1973; Keller et
al. 1989b).
If a queen died, the colony was discarded, and another singlequeen colony was used to supply brood to the other colonies,
without being included in performance tests. Hence, at the end of
the brood-rearing and cross-fostering period, each high-diversity
colony had received a known number of brood items from at least
four queens. We succeeded in experimentally producing 16 low
genetic diversity colonies and 20 high genetic diversity colonies, of
which 9 were obtained by transferring eggs and 11 by transferring
pupae. The 20 high genetic diversity colonies belonged to 10 independent blocks of colonies that had exchanged brood.
Estimating genetic diversity

Methods
Field collection and rearing conditions
Large numbers of queens and workers from the Argentine ant L.
humile were collected on 1 March 1999 in Port Leucate (France)
and mixed into a few large stock colonies. Experimental colonies
were housed in artificial nests as described by Passera et al. (1988),
fed twice a week with 8% sugar water, mealworms and a synthetic
diet (Keller et al. 1989a) and kept at 27€2C with a 15 h/9 h light/
dark regime.
Low and high genetic diversity colonies
We experimentally produced low genetic diversity colonies composed of workers from a single queen, and high genetic diversity
colonies composed of a mix of workers from at least four queens.
We first created colonies with 1 queen and 100 unrelated workers
but no brood. The initial addition of workers is necessary because
L. humile queens cannot found nests independently and need
workers to rear their brood. After 4 weeks, we reduced the number
of unrelated workers to 30 and started the experimental manipulation of colony genetic diversity.
Low genetic diversity colonies consisted of a single queen and
her worker daughters. In this treatment, brood was manipulated as
in the high diversity treatment, but was put back into its colony of
origin. High genetic diversity colonies also had a single queen, but
we performed repeated cross-fostering of either eggs (eggs-transferred treatment) or pupae (pupae-transferred treatment) between
colonies. Colonies were organised in blocks of four. Within each
block, brood was exchanged between pairs of colonies, in switching
combinations. Brood exchange took place every 2 weeks, over a
period of 30 weeks. Hence, at the end of the treatment, each colony
had exchanged brood on five occasions with each of the three other
colonies in the same block. During each exchange, a number of
brood items equal to half the mean number of brood present in the
two colonies was taken from each colony and transferred into the

The genetic diversity was estimated by three different methods.
First, we estimated the relatedness in each colony from the proportion of brood exchanged between colonies, using the formula
n
3X
r¼
P2
4 i¼1 i
in which r is the average relatedness among workers in a given
colony and Pi the proportion of workers that are the offspring of the
ith queen. The average relatedness within a treatment group is
simply the average relatedness over all colonies in this treatment
group. This procedure is based on the assumptions that queens mate
with a single male, and that reproductive individuals (nestmate
queens and males) are unrelated. Genetic data showed that these
assumptions are satisfied in the study population (Krieger and
Keller 2000).
Second, relatedness was measured with genetic markers. We
genotyped six adult workers per colony at four polymorphic microsatellite loci (Lhum11, Lhum13, Lhum19, Lhum35, Krieger and
Keller 1999). Regression relatedness was estimated with the computer program relatedness 5.0.8 (Queller and Goodnight 1989,
available at http://www.gsoftnet.us/GSoft.html), weighting nests
equally. Background population allele frequencies used for computation came from a large sample of Port Leucate population
(Krieger and Keller 2000, J.S. Pedersen, unpublished data). Standard errors were obtained by jack-knifing over colonies.
Third, using the same microsatellite data set, we estimated the
allelic richness per locus in each colony, which is a measure of the
number of alleles independent of sample size (El Mousadik and
Petit 1996). Estimates of allelic richness were obtained with the
computer program FSTAT 2.9.3 (Goudet 1995, available at http://
www2.unil.ch/popgen/softwares/fstat.htm).
Colony efficiency
We assessed the short-term efficiency of low and high genetic diversity colonies at performing four tasks. We also estimated the
long-term productivity of colonies by measuring their production of
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup to
measure task efficiency. a Exploration. b Foraging. c Nest
moving. d Corpse removal.

workers, queens and males. For each task, all colonies were tested
at the same age, that is, the same number of days after colony
initiation. The four tasks were tested sequentially between August
and October, and the productivity of colonies was assessed last, in
November 1999. Colonies were food-deprived for 24 h before the
beginning of the exploration, nest-moving and corpse-removal
experiments, and for 72 h before the foraging experiment.
In the first experiment, we measured the rate at which colonies
explored a new area. The experiment started when we connected a
bridge between the colony and a new arena (480330 mm, gridded
into 26-mm squares, Fig. 1a). The progression of exploration was
video-recorded during 4 h and assessed by counting the proportion
of squares that had been visited by ants. The exploration efficiency
was estimated as the time necessary to explore the area comprising
between 10 and 90% of the arena. We started to record time after
the first 10% of the arena had been explored because placing the
bridge disturbed the colonies and added some variance to the initial
phase of exploration.
In the second experiment, we estimated the efficiency of colonies at retrieving food when foraging. Each colony was placed
into a foraging arena (480330 mm) for 72 h before the beginning
of the experiment, so that ants could explore the new arena
(Fig. 1b). We started the experiment by adding eight petri dishes (;:
45 mm) around the colony. Two of the petri dishes, randomly
chosen, held 300 ml of 10% sugar water (Fig. 1b). The experiment
lasted 4 h and was video-recorded. Food consumption was estimated by weighing sugar-water petri dishes before and after the
experiment, and subtracting the weight loss due to evaporation,
which was estimated using four petri dishes placed around the
foraging area. The maximum number of workers recruited to the
food source and the time between food discovery and this maximum recruitment were also recorded.
In the third experiment, we recorded colony efficiency in
moving the nest during emigration. L. humile is a tramp species
accustomed to move to new nest sites when perturbations occur or

when abiotic conditions such as humidity, temperature or darkness
become disadvantageous (Passera 1994). We experimentally induced nest emigration by removing the black cover of the nest, thus
placing colonies in daylight. Simultaneously, we placed a bridge
connecting the colony to four new arenas (Ø: 154 mm), one of
which contained a new nest under a black cover (Fig. 1c). The
experiment lasted for 2 h and was video-recorded. We first measured the time needed to initiate the migration trail and then the
subsequent duration of nest moving, estimated as the time from trail
establishment to the maximum of the peak of traffic that occurs in
the middle of moving.
In the fourth experiment, we measured the speed at which
corpses of workers were removed. We put small petri dishes (Ø:
40 mm) in front of the nest entrance of the experimental colonies
for several days before the start of the experiment to permit familiarisation (Fig. 1d). At the start of the experiment, the corpses of
ten workers were placed into the petri dishes. These dead workers
came from stock colonies. They were killed by freezing and defrosted 2 h prior to the start of the experiment. Every 3 min, we
recorded the number of dead workers remaining in the petri dish.
The efficiency of corpse removal was estimated as the time necessary to remove 90% of the corpses.
In the last set of experiments, we estimated colony productivity
in terms of number of new workers, queens and males reared. First,
we recorded the number of worker larvae produced during
12 weeks, while the colonies were still queenright. The ratio between the number of larvae reared by workers and the number of
eggs laid by the queen during the same period was also estimated.
Second, we estimated the production of new queens and males.
Upon orphaning, L. humile workers start producing new winged
queens and males at any time of the year (Vargo and Passera 1991).
We removed all queens from experimental colonies, and recorded
the total number of new queens and males produced per colony
until all pieces of brood had completed their development. We also
estimated the total amount of energy invested into queens and
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Table 1 Mean relatedness, allelic richness and size of experimental colonies (€SE)
Treatment

Low genetic diversity
High genetic diversity
(egg-transferred)
High genetic diversity
(pupae-transferred)
High genetic diversity
(total)

n

Colony relatedness

Allelic
richness

Colony size
(number of
workers)

Based on the proportion
of brood exchanged

Based on microsatellite
markers

16
9

0.75
0.41€0.03

0.66€0.07
0.34€0.10

1.84€0.09
2.21€0.13

148€16
184€53

11

0.41€0.05

0.49€0.12

1.97€0.11

206€53

20

0.41€0.03

0.43€0.08

2.08€0.08

196€37

males, relative to the energy needed to produce one male. Therefore, we multiplied the number of queens by their relative cost of
production, which is 2.4 times the cost of a male (Passera and
Keller 1987).
Statistical analysis

tailed t-test, t=1.44, df=18, P=0.17). Moreover, considering egg-transferred and pupae-transferred colonies separately or together returned qualitatively similar results for
all analyses of task efficiency and colony productivity
(considering three treatment groups instead of two did
return the same sets of significant and non-significant
factors in the Ancova analysis, see below). Therefore, to
increase the power of further analyses, egg-transferred and
pupae-transferred colonies were considered together in a
single high genetic diversity treatment group.

The effect of genetic diversity on task efficiency and colony productivity was tested in an analysis of covariance (Ancova), with
colony size as a covariate. To normalise the data, log transformation was used for continuous data and angular transformation for
percentages. As 12 different measures of performance were tested,
the usual significance thresholds were adjusted with a sequential
Bonferroni procedure (Rice 1989). Because of cross-fostering, colonies within blocks shared the same source of workers and thus
were not fully independent. This possible source of pseudo-replication was controlled for by doing all the Ancovas and subsequent
analyses of power with only one single average value for each
block of four colonies that had exchanged brood.
We assessed the power of our analysis by determining the
probability of detecting an increase of 40% in task efficiency or
colony productivity. For each measure, we simulated a 40% difference between low and high genetic diversity colonies. We then
calculated the power of detecting such an increase in performance
with the computer program GPOWER (Erdfelder et al. 1996,
available at http://www.psycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/aap/projects/
gpower/index.html). Moreover, we calculated the relative difference between high and low genetic diversity treatment ((high-diversity performancelow-diversity performance)/low-diversity
performance), as well as the observed effect size f described by
Cohen (1988). In both measures, we controlled for colony size by
using the residuals of task or productivity on colony size.
To examine if an increase in genetic diversity reduces the
variance in task efficiency or colony productivity, we performed F
tests of variance between the low and high genetic diversity colonies. In this test, the F-value is defined as the variance of lowdiversity colonies divided by the variance of high-diversity colonies. To control for the effect of colony size, the performance was
first regressed on colony size, and the test of variance was then
applied on the residuals of this regression. Each colony was considered independently because averaging values per block may
artificially lower the variance of colonies that had exchanged
brood.

The colony relatedness estimated from the proportion of
brood transferred was similar to the one measured with
microsatellite markers (Table 1; low genetic diversity
colonies: Wilcoxon rank test, Z=1.27, nprop.brood=16,
nmicr0satellite=16, P=0.20; high genetic diversity colonies:
two-tailed t-test, df=38, t=0.25, P=0.80). The congruence
between the two methods indicates that experimentally
transferred brood was actually accepted and reared as
nestmate brood.
Colonies that had received the high genetic diversity
treatment had a significantly lower relatedness and a
significantly higher allelic richness than colonies from the
low genetic diversity group, confirming that the treatment
had the expected effect on genetic diversity (Table 1;
relatedness based on proportion of brood transferred:
Wilcoxon rank test, Z=5.32, nHD=20, nLD=16, P<0.001;
relatedness based on microsatellites: one-tailed t-test,
t=2.14, df=34, P=0.019; allelic richness, one-tailed t-test,
t=1.99, df=34, P=0.028). Hence, the cross-fostering procedure was efficient in generating colonies with significantly higher genetic diversity than colonies without
brood exchange.

Results

Colony size

There was no significant difference in relatedness or allelic richness between the egg-transferred and pupaetransferred colonies (Table 1; relatedness based on the
proportion of brood exchanged: two-tailed t-test, t=0.09,
df=18, P=0.93; relatedness based on microsatellites: twotailed t-test, t=0.96, df=18, P=0.35; allelic richness: two-

The number of workers did not differ significantly between low and high genetic diversity colonies (Table 1;
two-tailed t-test, t=1.09, df=34, P=0.28). However, the
power of this test was very low (0.22). Colony size was
highly variable, and the variance was larger in colonies
with high genetic diversity than in colonies with low

Genetic diversity of colonies
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Fig. 2 a Exploration efficiency of colonies with low and high genetic diversity as a function of colony size. b Foraging efficiency of
colonies with low and high genetic diversity as a function of colony

size. b1 Consumption. b2 Maximum number of ants recruited. b3
Time between food discovery and maximum recruitment.

genetic diversity (F test of variance, F=3.68, dfHD=19,
dfLD=15, P=0.013). We controlled for colony size in all
analyses of colony efficiency.

(Table 2). The observed differences in task efficiency
between high- and low-diversity treatments ranged from 0
to 9%, and the effect sizes were generally small to
moderate, except for the time to create a trail during nest
emigration, which had a large effect size (Table 2).
Colony productivity did not differ significantly between low and high genetic diversity colonies (Fig. 4,
Table 2). When queenright, the two types of colonies did
not differ significantly in the number of worker larvae
produced, or in the proportion of eggs that were reared as
larvae. When the queens were experimentally removed,
genetic diversity had no statistically significant impact on
the number of queens and males produced, or in the total
amount of energy invested into the production of queens
and males. However, all these tests on colony productivity
had very low power (Table 2), because a high proportion
of colonies produced few or no brood in both the low and
high genetic diversity treatments (Fig. 4).

Impact of genetic diversity on colony efficiency
For each of the four tasks tested in short-term trials, there
was no significant difference between the efficiency of
low and high genetic diversity colonies, even before
Bonferroni adjustment (Figs. 2, 3, Table 2). Hence, the
level of genetic diversity had no major impact on colony
efficiency when exploring a new territory, foraging,
moving to a new nest site, or removing corpses, whatever
the indicator of efficiency (Table 2). For all indicators of
short-term task efficiency, the power analysis revealed
that an increase in colony efficiency of 40% would have
been detected with a probability ranging from 0.71 to 1.0
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Fig. 3 a Nest-moving efficiency of colonies with low and high
genetic diversity as a function of colony size. a1 Time to create the
migration trail. a2 Duration of nest moving. b Corpse-removal

efficiency of colonies with low and high genetic diversity as a
function of colony size.

Colonies with low and high genetic diversity had
similar levels of variance in task efficiency and productivity, with all tests being far from significant even before
the Bonferroni adjustment (Table 3). This absence of
significant difference was confirmed in an analysis of
variance homogeneity (Bartlett test, P-values ranged from
0.11 to 0.95). Moreover, no pattern was detected in the
overall data set, as the variance of low-diversity colonies
was greater than the one of high-diversity colonies in
seven tests and smaller in five other tests (Table 3). Very
similar results were also obtained when four extremesized colonies of the high genetic diversity group were
removed prior to the tests in order to obtain a similar
variance of colony size in low and high genetic diversity
groups (F test of variance, F=1.84, dfHD=15, dfLD=15,
P=0.25): all tests remained non-significant, with P-values
ranging from 0.08 to 0.94.

Correlation between colony size and efficiency
A significant positive correlation between colony size and
performance was detected for 8 out of the 12 indicators of
task efficiency and colony productivity, and these 8 tests
remained significant after applying the sequential Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons (Table 2).
Overall, larger colonies collected more sugar water, recruited a larger number of workers to the food source, and
were quicker to create a migration trail (Figs. 2, 3, Table 2). However, colony size did not correlate with either
the per-capita efficiency in collecting sugar water
(Spearman rank correlation, S=2104, n=24, P=0.75), or
with the percentage of workers recruited at the baits
(S=2982, n=25, P=0.48). Moreover, colony size was not
significantly correlated with the time to explore a new
area, the time between food discovery and maximal re-
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detect an increase of 40% in colony performance; “difference between treatments” is the relative difference between high and low
genetic diversity treatments, and “effect size” is the observed effect
size f (Cohen 1988)

Table 2 Ancova on measures of performance as a function of genetic diversity, with colony size as a covariate. Significance levels
after a sequential Bonferroni adjustment are indicated with stars
(*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001). “Power” is the probability to
Task

Ancova

Genetic diversity

Genetic diversity

Exploration
Time to explore the area
Foraging
Consumption
Maximum number
of ants recruited
Time for maximum
recruitment
Nest moving
Time to create the trail
Duration of nest moving
Corpse removal
Time to remove the corpses
Colony productivity
(1) Production of workers
Number of worker larvae
Larvae to eggs ratio
(2) Production of queens
and males
Number of males
Number of queens
Investment in queens
and males

Colony size

Interaction

F1,23

F1,22

P

Power

Difference
between
treatments

Effect size

2.38

0.14

0.77

+0.01

0.10

1.01
0.53

0.33
0.48

1.00
0.73

0.04
0.02

0.15
0.08

0.61

0.15

0.70

0.82

0.09

0.24

7·104**
0.99

0.04
0.52

0.84
0.48

0.98
0.95

0.07
0.00

0.39
0.02

0.71

0.38

0.55

0.71

0.05

0.17

F1,23

P

P

0.29

0.59

4.23

0.04
0.14

0.83
0.71

32.53
36.45

0.55

0.47

0.27

3.43
0.01

0.08
0.93

15.49
104

0.61

0.44

0.14

0.06
0.55

0.81
0.46

15.77
8.12

6·104**
9·103*

0.92
0.62

0.35
0.45

0.08
0.20

+0.03
+0.15

0.05
0.17

1.62
0.12
0.52

0.22
0.74
0.48

20.70
19.75
30.20

2·104**
2·104**
2·105***

0.37
0.36
2·103

0.55
0.55
0.97

0.11
0.12
0.10

+0.36
+0.14
+0.18

0.28
0.07
0.16

0.05
107***
4·106***

cruitment, the duration of nest moving, and the speed at
which corpses were removed (Figs. 2, 3, Table 2).
In absolute terms, larger colonies produced significantly more workers, queens and males (Fig. 4, Table 2).
Moreover, the ratio of the number of larvae reared to the
number of eggs laid was higher in larger colonies (Table 2). Importantly, the per-capita efficiency was positively correlated with colony size for the production of
workers (S=1380, n=25, P=0.02, Fig. 4), males (S=1211,
n=25, P=0.007), queens (S=1053, n=25, P=0.002) and
total investment in queens and males (S=940, n=25, P
<0.001, Fig. 4).

Discussion
This study provides the first direct experimental test of
the task-efficiency hypothesis, which holds that genetic
variation improves the performance of social groups
through a more efficient division of labour (Starr 1984).
We manipulated the level of genetic diversity in laboratory colonies of the Argentine ant L. humile, and tested if
colonies with higher genetic diversity were more efficient
when performing four tasks that are likely to be important
for fitness under natural conditions. Low and high genetic
diversity colonies showed no major and significant difference in efficiency when exploring a new territory,
foraging, moving to a new nest site, or removing corpses.

Table 3 F tests of variance between low and high genetic diversity
colonies applied on the residuals of the regression with colony size.
F-values are the ratio of the variance of low genetic diversity colonies (df=15) over the variance of high genetic diversity colonies
(df=19). None of the tests were significant even before a Bonferroni
adjustment
Task

Exploration
Time to explore the area
Foraging
Consumption
Maximum number of ants recruited
Time for maximum recruitment
Nest moving
Time to create the trail
Duration of nest moving
Corpse removal
Time to remove the corpses
Colony productivity
(1) Production of workers
Number of worker larvae
Larvae to eggs ratio
(2) Production of queens and males
Number of males
Number of queens
Investment in queens and males

Genetic diversity
F-ratio

P

2.20

0.11

1.36
1.14
0.58

0.55
0.78
0.30

0.71
0.80

0.53
0.67

2.07

0.14

2.01
0.97

0.16
0.97

1.42
0.58
1.05

0.48
0.31
0.91

95

Fig. 4 Productivity of colonies with low and high genetic diversity
as a function of colony size. a1 Number of worker larvae produced
in queenright colonies. a2 Per capita number of worker larvae

produced. b1 Investment in queens and males in queenless colonies. b2 Per capita investment in queens and males.

Hence, our experiment provides no support for the taskefficiency hypothesis.
The statistical power of the analysis was sufficient to
detect large effects of colony genetic diversity on shortterm task efficiency. An increase of 40% in any of the
seven indicators of task efficiency would have been detected with an average probability of 0.85. Such an increase in performance is considerable, but falls within the
range of the effect that genetic diversity had on colony
productivity in other social-insect species (Fuchs and
Schade 1994; Baer and Schmid-Hempel 1999). The observed effect sizes and differences between treatments
were small to moderate for most measures of task efficiency, except for the time to create a trail during nest
emigration. There was no consistent pattern with respect
to the hypothesis that high genetic diversity colonies
should perform better: high genetic diversity colonies
performed non-significantly better than low-diversity
colonies in three cases, and worse in three other cases.
Moreover, none of the seven indicators of efficiency were
significant even before applying the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Together, these data show

that genetic diversity had no major impact on task efficiency in our experiment. However, the statistical analysis
had limited power to detect small effects. For example,
our data suggest that colonies with high genetic diversity
might be somewhat quicker than low-diversity colonies
when establishing a new trail, but this difference was not
statistically significant in our analysis. Colony genetic
diversity may also have more impact on task efficiency at
other levels of genetic variability, for other tasks, in other
experimental conditions, or in other species.
We also found no support for the idea that a higher
level of genetic diversity reduces the colony-level variance in task efficiency or productivity. This reduction in
variance has been suggested to represent a bet-hedging
strategy in a changing environment, as an average colony
phenotype might be less likely to fail because of inappropriate behavioural response (Page et al. 1995). None of
the 12 tests of variance were significant even before a
Bonferroni adjustment, and no pattern was detected in the
data. This study is the first to directly investigate the
impact of genetic diversity on the variance of short-term
task efficiency. Over longer time periods, genetic diver-
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sity was also not associated with a lower variance in
colony productivity in the ant Lasius niger (Fjerdingstad
et al. 2003). In the honeybee, during the nest-initiation
phase, colonies where the queen had been experimentally
inseminated with the semen of four males showed less
variable performances than colonies headed by queens
inseminated by the semen of a single drone (Page et al.
1995). However, there was no significant correlation between effective-mating frequency and the variance in
honey yield or colony size in mature colonies headed by
naturally mated queens (Neumann and Moritz 2000).
Taken together, our results suggest that high genetic
diversity does not strongly improve short-term task efficiency in Linepithema humile. It is likely that a sufficient
level of adaptive behavioural and developmental plasticity precedes changes in social structure, so that additional
increase in genetic diversity due to multiple queens or
unicoloniality has little impact on division of labour. Indeed, many social-insect species have colonies derived
from one single-mated queen and nevertheless exhibit
sophisticated behavioural repertoires with complex caste
systems and pronounced division of labour (Oster and
Wilson 1978). In line with this argument, a recent comparative analysis found no significant association between
the level of polyandry and the prevalence of worker
physical polymorphism or polyethism (Brown and
Schmid-Hempel 2003).
Both the task-efficiency and parasite-resistance hypotheses predict that genetically more diverse colonies
should be more productive. In our experiment, colony
genetic diversity had no statistically significant impact on
colony productivity. However, these tests had very low
statistical power, the data show a trend in the predicted
direction, and the observed effect sizes were relatively
large in some cases. Moreover, the pressure of parasites
might be stronger in the field than under laboratory
conditions. Therefore, the fact that colony genetic diversity had no statistically significant impact on productivity
in our experiment does not provide evidence against the
task-efficiency or parasite-resistance hypotheses.
In contrast to genetic diversity, colony size was
strongly and significantly positively correlated with most
measures of task efficiency and colony productivity. Not
surprisingly, colonies with more workers were quicker in
creating a migration trail and, as a tendency, in exploring
the territory. In addition, more workers were recruited to
the food sources in larger colonies, which resulted in
higher rates of food collection. However, both the percapita efficiency in collecting sugar water and the percentage of workers recruited at the baits did not vary with
colony size, suggesting a linear effect of worker number.
In Linepithema humile, the patterns of exploration and
path formation vary adaptively with group size (Gordon
1995). Overall, larger groups of workers can retrieve
more food and are better in competitive exploitation of
the territory (Holway and Case 2001).
Colony productivity increased with colony size. Larger
colonies had a higher ratio of larvae reared to eggs laid,
and they also produced significantly more workers,

queens and males. Obviously, large colonies can allocate
a greater number of workers to brood-tending and foraging tasks. But interestingly, the per-capita productivity
of workers also increased with colony size, which indicates synergetic interactions for brood-rearing. In particular, some small colonies failed to produce any brood,
and most small colonies did not produce queens and
males, suggesting a threshold size for reproduction, as has
been documented in P. occidentalis (Cole and Wiernasz
2000). Larger colony size may also reduce stochastic
variation and queuing delays, thus increasing the ergonomic efficiency of the colony (Anderson and Ratnieks
1999).
Colony size was not correlated with the time between
food discovery and peak of workers recruitment, or with
the duration of nest-moving. This is understandable, as a
higher number of workers increases the importance of the
task being measured. More surprisingly, there was no
significant association between colony size and the speed
at which corpses were removed. Only few workers are
needed to achieve this task. It is possible that the number
of workers involved in corpse removal is adapted to the
number of dead workers to remove, independently of
colony size. Such a precise allocation of workers to tasks
might be regulated by positive or negative feedback
loops. For example, harvester-ant workers have a higher
probability of engaging in corpse or waste removal when
the frequency of encounter with other workers doing this
task is high (Gordon and Mehdiabadi 1999).
In conclusion, large colony size is probably a key
factor determining the performance and competitive
ability of this invasive ant species. Indeed, the loss of
intraspecific aggression has allowed the formation of
extremely populous supercolonies in the introduced range
(Giraud et al. 2002; Tsutsui and Suarez 2003), which
confers a strong competitive advantage (Holway et al.
1998, 2002; Holway and Case 2001). More generally, this
study adds to the growing body of evidence showing that
increased group size might provide direct benefits independently of genetic diversity or relatedness (CluttonBrock 2002; Costa and Ross 2003).
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